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ABSTRACT
We examine the growth of eccentricities of a population of particles with nearly circular orbits around a central mas-
sive body. Successive encounters between pairs of particles increase the eccentricities in the disk on average. We
describe the system in terms of a Boltzmann equation. As long as the epicyclic motions of the particles are small
compared to the shearingmotion between circular Keplerian orbits, there is no preferred scale for the eccentricities, and
the evolution is self-similar. This simplification reduces the full time-dependent Boltzmann equation to two separate
equations: one that describes the shape of the distribution and another that describes the evolution of the characteristic
eccentricity on which the distribution is centered. We find that the shape of the eccentricity distribution function is a
general feature of such systems, and is of the form (1þ x2)3/2. In particular, bodies evolving under only their own
excitations have the same eccentricity distribution profile as bodies whose excitations are balanced by dynamical
friction.We find exact expression for the typical eccentricity for these two cases, and allow for time-dependent damp-
ing and excitation rates. Full numericalN-body simulations of a diskwith 200 planetesimals verify our analytical self-
similar distribution.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern computational power allows the simultaneous inte-
gration of the orbits of increasingly numerous particles. Much
of the planet formation process, however, involves particle num-
bers that exceed the limits of computational efficiency. This lim-
itation is often circumvented with a statistical approach. By
monitoring the gravitational interactions of the particles in a time-
averaged sense, various properties of the particle population can
be calculated without a full N-body simulation.
Collins & Sari (2006, hereafter Paper I) motivate a Boltzmann
equation to describe the evolution of the eccentricity distribution
of an ensemble of particles in which the relative motion between
any two interacting particles is dominated by the shearing motion
of close circular orbits. Such a regime of orbital eccentricities is
called shear-dominated. The solution of their equation provides a
simple analytic expression for the equilibrium eccentricity distri-
bution that results when dynamical friction can balance themutual
interactions of the particles; the analytic expression matches re-
sults from numerical simulations remarkably well.
In this paper we derive analytically the nonequilibrium dis-
tribution function of interacting shear-dominated particles in the
absence of dynamical friction. Section 2 reviews the construction
of the Boltzmann equation. In x 3 we show that the distribution
function behaves self-similarly and that the shape of the non-
equilibrium distribution function is identical to the equilibrium
distribution of Paper I. Section 4 generalizes our Boltzmann equa-
tion and its solution to include time-dependent rates of excitation
and eccentricity-damping interactions. Section 5 corroborates our
analytical results with numerical simulations. Conclusions follow
in x 6.
2. THE TIME-DEPENDENT BOLTZMANN EQUATION
We consider a disk of particles on initially circular orbits
around a massive central body. We write their surface mass
density  and the mass of a single body m. The number density
/m is sufficiently low that three-body encounters are very rare;
therefore the orbital evolution of each body is well described as a
sequence of pairwise encounters.
The change in eccentricity due to one such encounter can be
calculated analytically. For completeness, we summarize the de-
rivation presented in Paper I. Let one particle, with a semimajor
axis a, encounter another with semimajor axis aþ b. In the limit
of bTa, the relative orbital frequency between the pair isr ¼
(3/2)b/a, where is the Keplerian orbital frequency for a semi-
major axis a. If in addition b3RH  ½m/(3 M)1/3a, the change
in eccentricity from one encounter is ek ¼ (Ak /3)(m/M)(b/a)2,
where Ak  6:67 collects the order-unity coefficients (Goldreich
& Tremaine 1978; Petit & Henon 1986).
The eccentricity is not the only Keplerian element that char-
acterizes the noncircular motion of a particle; the longitude of
periapse specifies the relative orientation of a particle’s epicycle.
The particles may also follow orbits that do not lie in the disk.
However, shear-dominated viscous stirring excites inclinations
at a rate that is always slower than the excitation of eccentricities
(Wetherill & Stewart 1993; Goldreich et al. 2004; Rafikov 2003).
The perpendicular velocities are, in this case, always negligible
compared to the epicyclic motion in the disk plane.
The magnitude of an orbit’s eccentricity and the longitude of
periapse together specify a two-dimensional parameter space.
We describe the two-dimensional variable with a vector, e ¼
fe cos !; e sin !g. The distribution function is a function of this
vector and time, f (e; t). That the changes in e due to encounters
do not depend on the longitude of periapse already shows that
the distribution function must be axisymmetric, or f (e; t) ¼
f (e; t). Then the number of bodies per unit logarithmic interval
around e is given by 2e2f (e; t).
We characterize the eccentricity growth with a differential rate,
p(ek)d
2ek , that the eccentricity vector of a particlewill be changed
by an amount ek . Since the change in eccentricity experienced by
a pair of bodies, when treated as a vector quantity, is independent
of the initial eccentricity vector of each body, this function is also
axisymmetric and only depends on the magnitude of the change
of eccentricity, ek .
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The excitation rate depends on the surface mass density of
particles in the disk,, the mass of a single body,m, the mass of
the central star, M, the cross section at which a particle experi-
ences encounters of a strength ek , and the relative speed of those
encounters. The impact parameter at which a particle receives an
eccentricity ek scales as b / e1/2k . If the eccentricities are small,
the speed at which one particle encounters the others is set only by
the shearing of their two orbits, which is proportional to b. Then,
as shown in Paper I,
2p(ek)ekdek ¼ 3 
m
b(ek )db(ek): ð1Þ
After simplification, we find
p(ek) ¼ Ak
4
a2
M
1
e3k
: ð2Þ
An integral over every ek dictates the rate of change of the num-
ber of bodies with a given eccentricity, e:
@f (e; t)
@t
¼
Z Z
p(je enj) f (en; t) f (e; t)½ d 2en: ð3Þ
Note that this equation implicitly conserves the total particle num-
ber,
R R
f (e; t)d 2e ¼ 1. This can be shown by integrating both
sides with respect to e.
3. THE SELF-SIMILAR DISTRIBUTION
Without a specific eccentricity scale to dictate the evolution of
f (e; t), we expect a solution of the form
f (e; t) ¼ F(t)g e=ec(t)ð Þ: ð4Þ
Replacing f (e; t) in equation (3) with equation (4), we find
1
F(t)
dF(t)
dt
ec(t)g(x) x dg(x)
dx
e˙c(t)
¼
Z Z
p(jx xnj) g(xn) g(x)½ d 2xn; ð5Þ
where x ¼ e/ec(t). The additional constraint that equation (3)
conserves particle number implies F(t)ec(t)
2 is constant. This re-
lationship simplifies the left side of equation (5) such that the
only possible time dependence of each term is contained in e˙c(t).
The right-hand side, however, is independent of time. Therefore
e˙c(t) must be constant. Then,
ec(t) ¼ Cet; F(t) ¼ (Cet)2: ð6Þ
The overall normalization of F(t) is arbitrary, as it can be absorbed
into g(x). Our choice of F(t) requires
R R
g(x)d 2x ¼ 1 to ensure
that
R R
f (e; t)d 2e ¼ 1 for all t. Physically, the typical eccentric-
ity, ec(t), is set by the eccentricity change that occurs once per
particle per time t, or, ec(t)
2p(ec(t))t  1. This argument sets ec(t)
only up to a constant coefficient; for simplicity we choose the
coefficients such that
ec(t) ¼ Ak
2
a2
M
t: ð7Þ
Previous order-of-magnitude arguments by Goldreich et al. (2004)
also show this scaling with  and t.
Finally, the profile shape, g(x), is specified by the integro-
differential equation
2g(x)þ x dg(x)
dx
þ 1
2
Z Z
g(xn) g(x)
jxn  xj3
d 2xn ¼ 0: ð8Þ
Equation (8) is identical to equation (17) of Paper I. A detailed
description of the equation and its solution can be found in that
paper. We present here a simpler and more direct derivation of
the solution. We define the two-dimensional Fourier transform of
g(x) as G(k) ¼ R g(x)eikxd 2x. Since g(x) is isotropic, G(k) ¼
G(k) with 0 < k < 1. By taking the two-dimensional Fourier
transform of equation (8), we find dG(k)/dk ¼ G(k). This sim-
ple differential equation is satisfied byG(k) ¼ ek. The boundary
conditionG(0) ¼ 1 is equivalent to our normalization of g(x). The
solution g(x) is then
g(x) ¼ 1
2
1þ x2 3=2: ð9Þ
4. THE GENERALIZED
TIME-DEPENDENT DISTRIBUTION
In addition to the eccentricity excitation mechanism dis-
cussed in x 2, it is reasonable to include a dissipative term in the
Boltzmann equation that accounts for processes that reduce the
eccentricities of the bodies. One relevant example of such a pro-
cess is the dynamical friction caused by a collection of small bodies.
The analysis of Paper I examines the limit in which this dissipa-
tion balances mutual excitation: the distribution is in the shape of
equation (9), and its characteristic eccentricity does not evolve with
time. Section 3 can be considered the complementary limit inwhich
the stirring termdominates thewhole expression: the distribution of
equation (9) increases linearly with time according to equation (6).
In this section we derive how the characteristic eccentricity evolves
as a function of time in between these two regimes.
The full time-dependent Boltzmann equation (see Paper I ) is
@f (e; t)
@t
¼ 2f (e; t)
d
þ e
d
@f (e; t)
@e
þ
Z Z
p(je enj) f (en; t) f (e; t)½ d 2en: ð10Þ
We substitute equation (4) for f (e; t) and retain the conditionR R
g(x)d 2x ¼ 1, which dictates that F(t) ¼ ec(t)2. For clarity,
we also separate the eccentricity dependence from the excitation
term: p(e)  Ce3. This constant C collects the coefficients that
can be read from equation (2). Then equation (10) becomes
0 ¼ 1
C
ec(t)
d
þ e˙c(t)
 
2g(x)þ x dg(x)
dx
 
þ
Z Z
g(xn) g(x)
jx xnj3
d 2xn: ð11Þ
To solve this equation for all x and all t simultaneously, the x- and
t-dependence must be the same for each term. Since C and the
terms in square brackets contain all of the time dependence, they
must together be constant in time. We choose that constant to be
2 so that the solution to this equation is consistent with our
earlier definition of g(x), equation (9). Then ec(t) obeys the ordi-
nary differential equation:
e˙c(t)þ ec(t)
d
¼ 2C: ð12Þ
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In the limit of no damping, or d !1, we recover the ec(t) ¼
2Ct relation found in x 3. The time-independent characteristic
eccentricity of Paper I is recovered by setting e˙c(t) equal to zero,
resulting in ec ¼ 2Cd . The two regimes are connected via the
solution to equation (12), ec(t) ¼ 2Cd½1exp ( t/d).
Equation (12) can be rewritten in a more familiar form:
1
ec(t)
dec(t)
dt
¼ Ak 9
8

R
2
eH
ec(t)
 1
d
; ð13Þ
where is the ratio of the planet’s radius to its Hill sphere and eH
is the Hill eccentricity (eH ¼ RH/a). This equation, which now
describes the rate at which ec(t) changes, is identical to the order-
of-magnitude analysis reviewed in Goldreich et al. (2004). How-
ever, herewe find the exact numerical coefficient for the excitation
rate. We also give a definite meaning to ec(t): it is the eccentricity
scale of the distribution set by equation (9).
We note that the derivation of equation (13) does not require
that , R, and d are constant. We can, in fact, apply the same
Boltzmann equation to scenarios that include time-dependant ex-
citation and damping rates. To demonstrate, we consider again
the case of protoplanets embedded in a population of smaller plan-
etesimalswith a surfacemass density of , and take into account the
growth of the protoplanets from planetesimal accretion. Assum-
ing that the eccentricities of the planetesimals and protoplanets are
smaller than the Hill eccentricities of the protoplanets by more
than 1/2, each protoplanet’s radius grows at a rate (Dones &
Tremaine 1993)
dR
dt
¼ 0:51 

3=2: ð14Þ
For reference, the same planetesimals damp the eccentricities of
the protoplanets at a rate (Goldreich et al. 2004)
1
d
¼  1
e
de
dt
¼ Cd 
R
2: ð15Þ
Thebest estimates for the numerical coefficient of the damping time-
scale are from N-body integrations; Ohtsuki et al. (2002) find a
value of 1.2.
We further assume that the planetesimal surface density is un-
affected by the protoplanet accretion and that there are no col-
lisions between the protoplanets. In this case and eH depend on
time only through the increasing radii of the protoplanets; given a
constant R˙, we have (t) / t 3 and eH(t) / t. Therefore, the so-
lution to equation (12) is
ec(t) ¼ 1þ 4
1:96Cd1=2
 1
Ak
Cd
9
8
(t)

eH(t): ð16Þ
The dynamical friction rate is always faster than the growth rate
of the protoplanets; thus this ec(t) is close to that of the equi-
librium eccentricity distribution established at a constant R. The
small fractional correction of 4/(1:96Cd
1/2) accounts for the
slight growth of each protoplanet over a damping timescale.
Together with equation (9), equation (16) gives a remarkably sim-
ple analytic expression for the time-dependent eccentricity dis-
tribution of protoplanets that excite each other and are damped by
a sea of planetesimals from which they also accrete.
5. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The nonequilibrium distribution function of eccentricities in
the shear-dominated regime can be measured directly from a full
numerical simulation of the disk. We use a custom N-body in-
tegrator that evolves the changes in the two-body constants of
motion of each particle around the central mass. These con-
stants are chosen to vary slowly with small perturbations. Solving
Kepler’s equation for each body translates each time step into a
change in orbital phase. The constants of motion are then inte-
grated by a fourth-order Runge-Kutta routine with adaptive time
steps (Press et al. 1992).
For this studywe follow a disk of 200 equal-mass bodies, with
m ¼ 5 ; 109 M, on initially circular orbits with randomly de-
termined phases and semimajor axes within a small annulus of
width a ¼ 0:8a. To avoid possible artifacts from the edge of
the simulation, we only measure the eccentricities of the bodies
in the central third of the disk. A histogram of those eccentric-
ities shows the number of bodies with each eccentricity, e dN /de.
To increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the histogram at each time,
we add the results of 100 simulations with randomly generated
initial semimajor axes and orbital phases.
Figure 1 shows the eccentricity distributions measured after
3 and 10 orbits. The horizontal error bars indicate the width of
Fig. 1.—Eccentricity distributions of a shear-dominated disk of 200 particles
each with a mass m ¼ 5 ; 109 M after 3 (black line) and 10 (gray line) orbits.
The average surface mass density of the simulated annulus is 3 ; 103 g cm2.
The vertical error bars are estimated by assuming each bin obeys Poisson sta-
tistics. Thewidth of each bin has been chosen such that each bin contains a similar
number of particles.
Fig. 2.—Eccentricity distributionof the samenumerical simulation of Fig. 1.Here
the distribution after 1, 3, and 10 orbits, scaled by the characteristic eccentricity at that
time, are added together. Theprofile shape is verywell describedby eq. (9), plotted as a
solid line. The error bars are assigned in the same way as in Fig. 1.
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each bin, and the vertical error bars are determined assuming that
each bin is Poisson distributed. The analytic distribution func-
tion derived in x 3 for each time is also plotted, as a solid line. The
measured distributions agree remarkably with the analytic result.
To emphasize the self-similarity of the distribution shape, we
scale the eccentricities measured at each time by the character-
istic eccentricity at that time [ec(t), given by eq. (6)] and plot the
shapes added together. Figure 2 shows that the resulting distri-
bution shape matches the analytic form of g(x) very well.
6. DISCUSSION
We have written a time-dependent Boltzmann equation that
describes the eccentricity distribution function of a population
of orbiting particles under the influence of their mutual excita-
tions in the shear-dominated regime. Reasoning that the distribu-
tion function of eccentricities should behave self-similarly, that
is, retain a constant profile while its normalization and scaling
depend on time, we have decoupled the time dependence of the
eccentricity distribution from its shape. The shape is constant
even in the presence of a dynamical-friction-like dissipation term.
The evolution of the distribution in time can be determined gen-
erally with any time-dependent dynamical friction and excitation
rates. Numerical experiments confirm this self-similarity and the
analytic form of the distribution profile.
Although we have only considered disks of a single particle
size, the formalism above applies trivially to disks with mass dis-
tributions. In fact, the characteristic eccentricity, equation (6),
depends only on the total surface mass density of the disk. As
long as bodies of every part of the mass spectrum are in the shear-
dominated regime, the eccentricities of all bodies are drawn from
the same distribution. This is a consequence of the fact that grav-
itational acceleration is mass-independent. In contrast, the dy-
namical friction of Paper I depends on the size of each particle.
The equilibrium distributions in that case do differ for each mass
group.
Most of the disk bodies then have eccentricities of about ec(t).
The mean eccentricity,
R R
ef (e; t)d 2e, is formally infinite; in
reality the mean depends logarithmically on the maximum ec-
centricity achievable from one interaction. Higher moments of
the distribution, such as he 2i, are dominated by the bodies with
the maximum eccentricity. The random kinetic energy of the disk
bodies, for example, is then set by the few bodies with the highest
eccentricities regardless of the value of ec(t).
Since ec(t) is an increasing function of time, the condition of
shear-dominated dynamics will be violated eventually. The in-
teraction rate of the highest eccentricity bodies is low, so up to an
order unity fraction of the bodies can have super-Hill eccen-
tricities without affecting the shape of the sub-Hill distribution.
This assumes that the disk of protoplanets is uniform to the
extent that every impact parameter up to the Hill radius is well-
sampled by the interactions. Then, ec(t) grows linearly all the
way to the Hill eccentricity. However, if the typical separation
between bodies is substantially greater than a Hill radius, bmin3
RH, then there is an upper limit in eccentricity that one interaction
can provide: emax (bmin/RH)2eH. The assumptions of this work
then break down as ec(t) approaches emax.
That the shape of the distribution function is identical in the
limits of nonexistent or dominating dynamical friction is ulti-
mately not surprising. In both cases the bodies in question excite
their orbital parameters via the same shear-dominated viscous stir-
ring mechanism. If dynamical friction is acting on these bodies,
their eccentricities decrease with time proportionally to their mag-
nitude. An equilibrium between excitations and this damping pro-
duces a characteristic eccentricity around which the eccentricities
of all bodies are distributed. Without an agent of dynamical fric-
tion, the typical eccentricity of a body in the disk, etypical  ec(t),
grows with time. However, the ratio of the eccentricity of a par-
ticle that has not interacted recently, e, to that typical eccentricity
shrinks proportionally to itself:
x˙  d
dt
e
ec(t)
 
/ x: ð17Þ
This is formally equivalent to the damping provided by the
dynamical friction we describe here and in Paper I.
The physical scenario we have described in this work can be
viewed as a particular case of systems that achieve steady states
without reaching a thermodynamic equilibrium. A general
model for such behavior is that of a ‘‘driven dissipative system’’:
particles that collide inelastically with each other but also gain
energy by interacting with an external reservoir. Analytic mod-
eling of these systems with Boltzmann equations have found
velocity distributions with the same properties that we presented
here, namely non-Maxwellian profiles and self-similar evolution
(Ben-Naim & Krapivsky 2002; ben-Avraham et al. 2003; Ben-
Naim&Machta 2005). Amore detailed study of the relationship
between protoplanetary dynamics, these general models, and the
physics that they represent may provide new perspectives for
both fields.
We thank Yair Shokef for his enlightening comments, and the
anonymous referee for several suggestions that have improved
this manuscript. R. S. is a Packard Fellow and an Alfred P. Sloan
Fellow.
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